
I am a software development manager residing in Noida, India. My

primary interest is mathematics. Readers are expected to see a

reasonable amount of mathematical content (although I will try to

simplify things a little bit so as to make it more accessible to

people).

My day job requires me to handle projects done mostly in C/C++

and I have been doing so for more than 13 years. My area of

expertise includes multimedia technologies on Google's Android

platform. I am also familiar with various video compression formats

like MPEG-4, H.264, VC1, VP8, VP9 and HEVC.

I have a profile at math.stackexchange.com and also maintain a

non-mathematical blog.

About this Blog

This blog uses MathJax for rendering all mathematical symbols and

takes some time to load and therefore patience is advised to get the

mathematical symbols rendered properly. Mathematical content can

be zoomed to twice the size by double clicking it.

It is advisable to use desktop mode on the mobile browsers

otherwise the MathJax content will be disabled. Moreover while

using mobile devices it is preferable to use Firefox as it is the only

mobile browser with support for CSS embedded web-fonts and thus

renders the blog posts in exactly the same look as seen on desktop

browsers.

All the content published on the blog is available for public use

under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike (CC BY-SA)

license. Readers should feel free to make use of it in any way they

want as long as they credit this blog for original creation and release

derivative work with the same Attribution-ShareAlike license.

Comment Policy

Comments on this blog are moderated, but at the same time these

are normally approved on ASAP basis unless the comments are

completely irrelevant. Readers should therefore provide prompt

feedback and suggestions if they so desire. Mathematical content

(using  commands) can be put in comments using one of the

two common mechanisms provided by MathJax:
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For inline mathematical content write like <math content>

(without the angle brackets)

For displaying large math equations use either of the two

approaches below:

<math content>

\displaystyle <math content>

The comments also become a part of this blog and are therefore

covered under the same license with attribution to the comment

author.

By Paramanand Singh
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